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Evaluating potential of shifting to low-carbon transport modes requires considering limited travel-time budget of travelers. Despite previous studies focusing on time-relevant modal shift, there is a lack of integrated and transferable computational frameworks, which would use emerging smartphone-based high-resolution longitudinal travel datasets. This research explains and illustrates a computational framework for this purpose. The proposed framework compares observed trips with computed alternative trips and estimates the extent to which alternatives could reduce carbon emission without a significant increase in travel time. The framework estimates potential of substituting observed car and public-transport trips with lower-carbon modes, evaluating parameters per individual traveler as well as for the whole city, from a set of temporal and spatial viewpoints. The illustrated parameters include the size and distribution of modal shifts, emission savings, and increased active-travel growth, as clustered by target mode, departure time, trip distance, and spatial coverage throughout the city. Parameters are also evaluated based on the frequently repeated trips. We evaluate usefulness of the method by analyzing door-to-door trips of a few hundred travelers, collected from smartphone traces in the Helsinki metropolitan area, Finland, during several months. The experiment’s preliminary results show that, for instance, on average, 20% of frequent car trips of each traveler have a low-carbon alternative, and if the preferred alternatives are chosen, about 8% of the carbon emissions could be saved. In addition, it is seen that the spatial potential of bike as an alternative is much more sporadic throughout the city compared to that of bus, which has relatively more trips from/to city center. With few changes, the method would be applicable to other cities, bringing possibly different quantitative results. In particular, having more thorough data from large number of participants could provide implications for transportation researchers and planners to identify groups or areas for promoting mode shift. Finally, we discuss the limitations and lessons learned, highlighting future research directions.

1. Introduction

The increased trip duration with public transportation (PT) and bike compared to private car is often a barrier against modal shift [1–4]. Travelers mostly prefer transportation modes that can provide them with travel time that fits into their limited daily travel-time budget and daily activity space [5]. Therefore, in addition to such incentives as reducing carbon emissions and increasing physical activity [6, 7], understanding potential of low-carbon transportation requires considering travel time limitations with low-carbon modes for individual travelers. Although often counterintuitive, previous studies have shown that a portion of current urban car trips could be potentially made with low-carbon (e.g., PT) and active (e.g., bike and walk) modes, without compromising much of travel time [8, 9]. Travelers can have
an underestimated perception of the travel time with car [10], and conversely, an overestimated perception of travel time with PT and bike [11]. Studies show that car drivers who correct their inaccurate knowledge of travel time with PT and bike are more likely to use it in the future or at least consider PT in their choice set [2, 11, 12]. Therefore, it is important to understand that using low-carbon modes can sometimes have comparable travel time to driving car, i.e., there is a potential for time-relevant low-carbon transportation. Above discussion implies two main requirements of computational framework summarized as follows: first, such understanding requires longitudinal data collection of revealed travel behavior of individuals. The alternative low-carbon door-to-door trips should be computed based on current travel behavior of urban travelers, to reflect realistic carbon door-to-door trips should be computed based on realistic travel data [13]. Second, such understanding requires analysis of the collected data to explore opportunities for low-carbon travel alternatives accounting for travel time limitations.

Previously, revealed preference travel surveys have traditionally been used to collect travel behavior datasets, either in person or online. However, this approach has several limitations such as being resource-intensive for longitudinal data collection, having low data quality due to human error in responding [14, 15], and difficulty in capturing complete multimodal door-to-door travel [16]. In response to these challenges, researchers adopted new methods to automate and facilitate data collection. New methods first utilized GPS devices [14, 17, 18], and later on, cellular network [19, 20] and smartphones [21, 22], as many people already carry smartphones during their daily activities. Cellular-network positioning data from call and activity information can provide data consistent with travel surveys, although having issues with geolocation accuracy [23]. Smartphone sensing as the most recently emerging approach uses GPS, accelerometer, and other built-in phone sensors, thus recording all the steps of multimodal door-to-door trips with high spatiotemporal resolution [24–26]. It also has the potential of long-term fine-grained temporal coverage, i.e., frequent data points during the whole day, over several months or even years, as well as full spatial coverage in city if diverse and large number of travelers participate [25]. In addition, as this approach uses mobile apps, it is possible to interact with the traveler in case additional socioeconomic or attitudinal information is needed.

Previous research in this domain has largely focused on validation of smartphone-based sensing technology. On the contrary, exploring time-relevant low-carbon transportation opportunities still faces an automated processing challenge of a large amount of smartphone-based high-resolution data [24]. In this context, only limited research has focused on exploring the potential of modal shift to low-carbon modes while considering travel time limitations based on realistic travel data [8, 9, 27, 28]. The authors of [8, 9] used a travel survey collected in Madrid to compute alternative trips with PT, bike, and walk. They concluded that a fraction of current car trips could potentially be changed to PT and cycling without any increase in travel time. However, further analysis could be done especially with longitudinal focus on individual traveler, accounting for emerging transportation modes such as electric bike (e-bike) [29, 30]. In addition, all these previous research studies use surveys for data collection, while none of them utilizes smartphone-based mobility datasets.

The objective of this research is formulation and evaluation of computational framework for analysis of smartphone-based travel data, for understanding the potential of low-carbon travel alternatives while accounting for travel time duration. The proposed framework estimates the extent to which changes in travel mode could reduce carbon emission without a significant increase in travel time. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains our methodology and computational framework. Section 3 explains arrangement of long-term data collection experiment in the Helsinki region, Finland, as well as summary of the collected travel data. Section 4 applies the developed computational framework to the Helsinki region mobility dataset and presents results and insights. Section 5 presents discussion and evaluation of the computational framework and provides suggestions for further research. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Computational Framework

The computational framework includes six components, summarized in Table 1 together with evaluation parameters. We implement the framework as new modules on top of the software system initially implemented for the TrafficSense (TS) project [31, 32]. TS open-source software is explained in [33], and its source code, documentation, and setup instructions are available on github [34]. The first component of the framework is collection and filtering of movement data and is mostly addressed by TrafficSense smartphone app. For data collection, volunteer participants use the TS app to automatically record their daily travel trace for long periods. The app automatically collects anonymous real-time movement data, referred to as point data, from GPS, accelerometer, and other phone sensors, and sends it over the Internet to the TS web server to be stored in a centralized database. The point data are collected at specific time intervals and include timestamped geolocation (longitude and latitude) of traveler at each sampling interval along the trip route, the estimated locational accuracy of the sampled point, and an initial estimate of transportation mode. Sampling interval is 10 seconds when moving to achieve accurate enough description of the trip route, for example, 333 m distance interval at 120 km/h speed. TS backend server refines and transforms the stored data points to retrieve individual legs of trips together with their transportation modes. To tackle noise, the server discards sampled points with a locational inaccuracy of worse than 50 meters. TS app also provides a menu for revision and confirmation of the automatically detected modes. Further details of the computational requirements and software design are presented in the supplementary material (available here).

2.1. Identifying Door-to-Door Trips. This paper implements a trip-extraction module on top of the data collection and
filtering component. We need to connect the related consecutive trip legs to identify each multimodal door-to-door trip. In addition, each trip should be attributed to the individual traveler that made the trip. As the data collected in TS database, first, only contain isolated trip legs, we implement additional postprocessing in the server to extract whole multimodal door-to-door trips from the recorded individual legs. This module detects the interrelated individual trip legs and combines them into single multimodal door-to-door trip records. For this purpose, the module traverses through the time-sorted legs in order to connect the ones belonging to the same multimodal trip. Both nonmotorized (e.g., walk and bike) and motorized (e.g., PT and private car) legs are considered. There is usually a rather longer pause or idle time between legs that do not belong to the same trip. Such pause could be a sign of a “stay location” or in other words “activity location.” For example, pauses more than 10 minutes are considered to be an indication of a stay location and thus start/end of a trip [23]. Our module employs the same approach. A door-to-door trip starts at an activity location and ends at an activity location. Following leg sequences are examples of individual door-to-door trips extracted out of leg records:

(Stay Home) ⟷ WALK ⟷ BUS ⟷ TRAM ⟷ WALK ⟷ (Stay At Work)
(Stay at Work) ⟷ WALK ⟷ BUS ⟷ WALK ⟷ (Shopping in a Shopping Center)
(Shopping in a Shopping Center) ⟷ WALK ⟷ BUS ⟷ WALK ⟷ (Stay at Home)

Our system also detects and discard walking and running exercises as well as round-trip leg sequences where the traveler starts and ends the trip at the same geolocation. Furthermore, filtering process also tries to recognize and discard trips that were detected incorrectly due to erroneous or missed data. As a result, we have identified multimodal door-to-door trips that will be given as input to next computational steps. These data include trip start/end timestamps, origin/destination geo-locations, trip legs, transportation mode of each leg, idle times between legs, and trajectory points making up the whole trip.

2.2. Computing Potential of Time- Relevant Low-Carbon Alternatives. For the components two to six, we implement data analysis and visualization as postprocessing modules on top of the original TrafficSense system. The framework

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Experiment setup, filtering the sampled data, and extracting door-to-door trips</td>
<td>Temporal coverage and distribution of observed door-to-door trips, Spatial coverage and density of trips and origin/destination throughout the city, Distribution and share of recorded trips among all participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Potential of substituting observed car trips with time-relevant low-carbon alternatives</td>
<td>Size and fraction of car trips with possibility of shift to low-carbon time-relevant modes, Distribution of modal shift possibilities by trip distance, departure time, and transportation mode, Spatial coverage of substitutable car trips throughout the city, depending on the alternative modes grouped as PT and bike</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Emission savings and increased nonmotorized traveled distance</td>
<td>Size of emission savings as a result of modal shift from car trips, Distribution and frequencies of emission savings among trips, Distribution of emission savings among different alternative modes, Size of increased traveled distance with nonmotorized modes, implying increased physical activity by more walking and cycling, Comparison and clustering of trips based on potential emission saving versus increased bike and walk traveled distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Person-based analysis</td>
<td>Identifying active participants for the purpose of a valid person-based analysis, Distribution and share of recorded trips among active participants, Distribution of modal shift possibilities among active participants, Distribution and frequencies of emission savings among participants, Comparison of trips based on their emission saving versus increased bike and walk traveled distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Frequently observed unique trips</td>
<td>Distribution of unique trips among active participants, Size and fraction of unique car trips with possible shift to low-carbon time-relevant modes, Consistency of modal shift possibility among unique car trips, Departure time, trip distance, and travel time of unique car trips with consistent modal shift possibility, Size of emission savings, Comparison of unique trips based on their emission saving versus increased bike and walk traveled distance, Distribution of modal shift possibilities among active participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Potential of substituting noncar trips with low-carbon alternatives</td>
<td>Similar variables as listed above, in addition to share of transportation modes among low-carbon alternatives</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
computes low-carbon alternatives including walk, bike, and PT as well as their combination in a multimodal route. Among the alternatives, a time-relevant alternative has either lower or negligibly higher travel time compared to private car. Our method considers emission and travel time as key criteria for the alternative modes. Among the alternatives of each observed trip, choice priority is given to the mode with lowest emission if it competes with car in terms of travel time. Unlike [8, 9], our model accepts a small compromise in travel time when considering a potential shift from car to low-carbon alternative. Some previous works [27, 28] apply a maximum travel-distance threshold while selecting walk and bike alternatives, according to the statistics on the usual walking and cycling distances in the city. Unlike these works, we neither prioritize nor filter out the computed bike and walk alternatives based on their travel distance. As an example, if walking or cycling for a particular trip and route is not among the fastest choices, they are not chosen as potential alternatives no matter how convenient or short the trip appears to be. For PT trips, we consider maximum access-egress walking distance of total 1 km which should be feasible for most of travelers. In contrast to previous works such as [28], one criterion in our model is that the alternative trips should be feasible according to the original departure time and OD geolocations of the recorded trip. If the desired alternative is bike, a cycling route between O and D should be available according to up-to-date cycling path information. Similarly for PT, trip should be possible according to city PT routes and line schedules during the date and time of original trip. We utilize well-established open-source routing software together with city open-data to make sure that the potential alternative trip is actually possible. Figure 1 presents the algorithm, and Table 2 describes the variables used.

First, for each observed door-to-door trip \((r \in R)\) between origin \((O_r)\) and destination \((D_r)\) geolocations, we compute using the ComputeRoute function the set of alternative multimodal trips \((A_r)\) so that each alternative trip \((a_r \in A_r)\) matches \(O_r, D_r\) and departure time \((t_{s_r})\) and date \((d_{t_r})\) of the original trip \((r)\), and each alternative trip is made with a different mode of transportation \((m_r \in M)\). Each computed trip might pass through a different or the same route as the original trip. The ComputeRoute function considers \(d_{t_r}\) because date of trip can make a difference for PT routes as schedules may change by weekday or month. Date and time may have influence also on computing car routes when road traffic information is available. For some trips, we conclude that certain alternative modes are not feasible. In our model, maximum of \(|M|\) alternatives are possible for each \(r\). When computing PT routes, if there are multiple choices with one PT mode, for example, multiple bus lines, we choose the fastest option with least transfers. We also quantify travel time \((T_r)\) and emission \((e_{r})\) of each \(a_r \in A_r\).

Second, to select potential time-relevant alternatives per trip, priority is first given to low-carbon emission and secondly to travel time while comparing the computed alternatives. We sort the computed alternatives by emission and then compare travel time \((T_r)\) of each alternative \(a_r \in A_r\) to the fastest alternative with \(T_{min} = \min T_r\). It is assumed that traveler might switch from the fastest choice (e.g., car, with \(T = T_{min}\)) to the low-carbon alternative choice \((a_i)\) when added travel time \((\Delta T_r = T_{r} - T_{min})\) does not exceed a small constant value of \(C\). Among the alternatives that satisfy this time condition, the one with the lowest emission is saved as the low-carbon time-relevant alternative \((tra)\) for the trip \(r\). The resulting time-relevant choices are sustainable but still fast enough to compete with car.

Third, the system compares the computed time-relevant low-carbon alternatives to current mobility behavior. If the trip was originally made with car (i.e., \(m_r = "car"\)) while the trip has a time-relevant low-carbon alternative, we conclude that traveler could have made a better choice in terms of both travel time and emission for this particular trip. In other words, there is a potential for time-relevant modal shift. Finally, we perform analysis, including computation of differences between attributes of the time-relevant alternative trips and the observed recorded trips to evaluate parameters such as frequency and size of emission savings as presented in detail later in Section 4. Description so far was to address the requirement of understanding all recorded trips made by all participants. As mentioned before, our methodology also requires understanding individual travelers and their travel patterns. However, for a valid person-based analysis, we first need to select only those participants with enough quantity of recorded trips. For this purpose, an “active participant” is defined as a traveler who has a minimum of 30 “active days,” in which at least one trip per day has been recorded from that traveler’s smartphone. Next, the computed values are grouped and summarized per active participant.
Table 2: Variables used in the framework.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>List of recorded (observed) door-to-door trips</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>Each recorded (observed) door-to-door trip</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O_r</td>
<td>Coordinates (latitude, longitude) of the origin of a recorded trip (r)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D_r</td>
<td>Coordinates (latitude, longitude) of the destination of a recorded trip (r)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t_r</td>
<td>Start time (i.e., departure time) of the recorded trip (r)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d_r</td>
<td>Date of the recorded trip</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m_r</td>
<td>Main transportation mode (m ∈ M) in each multimodal trip so that the longest distance of the trip is traveled by mode m</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>Modes of transportation</td>
<td>Car, bus, train, metro, tram, ferry, bike, E-bike, walk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A_r</td>
<td>List of computed alternative trips for each r ∈ R</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>An alternative multimodal route for a trip</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>Door-to-door travel-time of each trip</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>Door-to-door travel distance traveled along the trip route</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>Emission per traveler of the whole multimodal door-to-door trip a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T_m</td>
<td>Travel time with the fastest choice of computed alternatives (A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Maximum travel time increase from T_m tolerated by traveler</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔT</td>
<td>Increased travel time with an alternative compared to fastest choice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tra_r</td>
<td>Chosen low-carbon time-relevant alternative for a recorded trip r</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRA</td>
<td>List of low-carbon time-relevant alternatives (TRAs) for all recorded trips regardless of the original mode choice m_r.</td>
<td>Each list element is {r, tra_r} ∈ TRA, and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRS</td>
<td>Potential time-relevant modal shifts (TRS): list of car trips</td>
<td>Each list element is {r, tra_r} ∈ TRS, and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTS</td>
<td>Public transportation schedule for the city</td>
<td>Usually available in general transit feed specification (GTFS) files created and updated by cities or transportation agencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTR</td>
<td>Public transportation route and line data for the city</td>
<td>In GTFS files as explained above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NET</td>
<td>Road network comprising digitalized street network data of the city that may also include biking paths</td>
<td>Provided by OpenStreetMap (OSM)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 shows an example execution of the algorithm for a 5 km trip from central to south part of Helsinki. Trip origin is “Sturenkatu 9” departing at 16:30 and destination is “Laivurinkatu 39.” Computed choices are sorted by emission. The fastest choice is with e-bike, that is, \(T_{b_{\text{min}}} = T_i\) where \(m_i = \text{“e-bike”}\). Therefore, the time-relevant choices are bike, e-bike, and car, where T with bike and car is maximum 3 minutes more than \(T_{b_{\text{min}}}\). However, computed \(e_i\) values show that only bike and e-bike routes can be considered as low-carbon time-relevant alternatives. Table 4 shows an example of a recorded trip in our travel dataset, for which the computed PT alternative is almost as fast as car. Table 4 shows details of the computed car and PT trips. The PT trip is multimodal and comprises walk, bus, and train.

Computation of alternative trips and routes is explained below. To implement the function ComputeRoute(), we leverage open-source route planning and mapping APIs together with open data of Helsinki region. Our system uses HTTP REST calls to query car, PT, bike, and walking routes from OpenTripPlanner (OTP) server of Helsinki region [35]. We pass \(O_r, D_r, t_r,\) and \(d_r\) of the original observed trip as query parameters to OTP. OTP computes and returns door-to-door routes for each requested mode of transportation. Returned routes include all trip legs with timestamps and detailed geolocation steps along the route from origin to destination. We process the returned trip plan data and store it in our database. When planning PT alternatives, we may do minor adjustments in \(t_r\) parameter to compensate for inaccuracies of GPS geolocation in the observed trip data. More details are explained in [33]. Functions ComputeTravelTime() and ComputeEmission() quantify travel time \(T_i\) and carbon emission \(e_i\) of each alternative route plan \(a_i\). We retrieve value of \(T_i\) directly from the JSON response of our query to OTP server. However, OTP at the moment does not compute e-bike. Therefore, we calculate e-bike travel time based on the ordinary bike’s travel time returned by OTP. We set e-bike’s speed \(\sim 16\%\) faster than ordinary bike because according to [36, 37], average cycling speed with ordinary bike is considered 15.5 km/h and average cycling speed with e-bike is considered 18 km/h. Furthermore, to get \(e_i\) of each \(a_i\), we have

\[
e_i = \sum e_{\text{leg}},
\]

where \(e_{\text{leg}}\) is the emission per traveler caused by each trip leg of the multimodal multileg \(a_i\) trip. \(e_{\text{leg}}\) is measured by grams of CO\(_2\) (g-CO\(_2\)) and calculated as follows:

\[
e_{\text{leg}} = d_{\text{leg}} \times e_{\text{pkt}},
\]

where \(d_{\text{leg}}\) is the distance traveled along each leg of the alternative trip route and \(e_{\text{pkt}}\) is the average emission per each passenger-km traveled (pkt), measured by grams of...
Table 3: An execution of the algorithm for a trip whose origin is “Sturenkatu 9” and destination is “Laivurinkatu 39.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>i</th>
<th>Main mode</th>
<th>Travel-time $T_i$ (minutes)</th>
<th>Emission $e_i$ (CO$_2$ g)</th>
<th>$\Delta T_i$</th>
<th>Is time-relevant compared to $T_{\text{min}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Walk</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Bike</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>True</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>E-bike</td>
<td>16 ($T_{\text{min}}$)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>True</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Tram</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Bus</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Car</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>445</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>True</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: An observed trip in our dataset for which computed PT alternative is almost as fast as car. Trip origin is “Sörnäisten rantatie 7b, Helsinki,” and destination is “Kulovaalkeantie 6, Espoo,” and departure time and date are 21:00 and 9.8.2017.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Computed alternative trip</th>
<th>Total duration</th>
<th>Total distance (km)</th>
<th>Duration traveled by each mode</th>
<th>Distance traveled by each mode (km)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Walk $\rightarrow$ Bus $\rightarrow$ Walk $\rightarrow$ Train $\rightarrow$ Walk</td>
<td>00:45:28</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>Bus: 00:11:00</td>
<td>Bus: 2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Car</td>
<td>00:43:43</td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td>Car: 00:43:43</td>
<td>Car: 19.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CO2 per passenger-km (g-CO$_2$/pkm) [38]. $e_{\text{pkt}}$ is mode-dependent and calculated as follows:

$$e_{\text{pkt}} = \frac{e_{\text{vkt}}}{o_m},$$

where $e_{\text{vkt}}$ is tailpipe emission per vehicle-km traveled (vkt) depending on the transportation type $m$ and $o_m$ is passenger occupancy of $m$, i.e., average passengers per vehicle depending on the mode. Values of $e_{\text{vkt}}$ and $o_m$ can be different in each city depending on its transportation vehicles and passenger volume. We get values of $e_{\text{vkt}}$ and $o_m$ for PT modes from statistics of Finland and Helsinki metropolitan area [39, 40]. For example, on average there are $o_m = 1.7$ passengers in each private car and $o_m = 18$ passengers on each bus vehicle based on 2016 statistics. Vehicle emission is $e_{\text{vkt}} = 151$ g-CO$_2$/km for private car and $e_{\text{vkt}} = 939$ g-CO$_2$/km for city bus. Therefore, based on (3), we get $e_{\text{pkt}} = 89$ g-CO$_2$/pkm for car and $e_{\text{pkt}} = 52$ g-CO$_2$/pkm for bus.

3. Experiment Setup and Collected Data in the Case Study Region

Mobility dataset for our analysis is collected by TrafficSense app during data collection pilots in Helsinki region. To attract volunteers, first, the research and TS mobile app were advertised by poster banners and online ads in Aalto University’s Otaniemi campus and through the university mailing list. Otaniemi is an academic and innovation area hosting the Aalto University campus, located in city of Espoo and a part of Helsinki metropolitan area. Later, a more public advertisement was made using social media. Prize draws were also performed twice to encourage the participants. Data have been collected since 2016 for more than three years. More details about the TrafficSense research and travel data collection are provided on its web portal [31]. Out of the total 135 study participants, 69 have completed an optional questionnaire using a web link provided in the app, reporting their socioeconomic information. Figure 2 shows the income and age distributions of participants as well as that of the whole Helsinki region [41].

The framework filters the collected trip data to discard nonstop round-trips such as walking or running exercises where origin and destination are usually almost at the same geolocation. In addition, only trips with travel distance of more than 500 m and less than 30 km are selected. Trips longer than 30 km are assumed not to be urban trips. This filtering results in $|R| = 25,328$ door-to-door trips for the whole region. Furthermore, as explained before in the methodology, for a valid person-based analysis, we need to select only the trip records of “active participants” who have a minimum of 30 “active days.” As a result, 68 active participants out of the total 135 registered travelers are identified. These 68 travelers have recorded $|R| = 24,377$ trips, that is, 96% of all trips in the city. Active participants are analyzed further in Section 4.3.

Figure 3 shows the timeline overview of the filtered data of all participants and active participants. The peak seen in 2017 is the result of a three-month promotion pilot. For this research, we have used the data collected until the end of March 2019. Figure 4 illustrates distribution of the recorded trips depending on departure time during the day. The overall distribution of observed trips throughout the day reflects the usual daily mobility peaks and lows in cities such as Helsinki and Espoo. For example, the number of trips after 22:00 and before 06:00 is expected to be much smaller than other times of the day, which is well reflected in Figure 4. The morning and afternoon peaks are also seen in the figure. An exception is the relatively low number of observed trips from 06:00 to 08:00 that is usually expected to be part of the morning peak hour. Figure 5 illustrates distribution of the observed trips depending on travel distance. It is seen that a high number of shorter trips (e.g., 0.5 to 2 km) have also been recorded. Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the spatial distribution of the observed trips. In terms of spatial coverage, although...
Figure 2: Income and age distribution of participants as well as that of the whole Helsinki region.

Figure 3: Door-to-door trips observed during the data collection period, by (a) year, (b) month, and (c) day of month.

Figure 4: All observed trips vs. observed car trips, grouped by departure time during 24 hours.

Figure 5: All observed trips vs. observed car trips, grouped by travel distance.
Otaniemi shows a relatively high density of trips, it is seen on the map that the participants have traveled all over the metropolitan area. Therefore, although the participants so far may not be representative of the whole Helsinki region, the collected data have a good spatial coverage over the city. Figure 8 shows the distribution of trips recorded per traveler. On average, around 190 trips have been observed per person. The mean share of each participant from all recorded trips is 0.75% with standard deviation of 1.35. The cumulative distribution of trips per traveler is exponential and, for example, denotes that 20% of participants have recorded 80% of all trips in our dataset.

4. Experimental Results

We apply our framework to the travel dataset of Helsinki region that was explained in previous section. Evaluations and visualizations in this section present examples of quantitative results and what can be achieved using our method and how this framework can be used for analyzing traveler behavior data to understand potential for time-relevant low-carbon mobility.

4.1. Potential of Substituting Car Trips with Time-Relevant Low-Carbon Alternatives. As explained before in Section 2, for each observed car trip, the choice priority is given to the alternative mode with lowest emission if it competes with car in terms of travel time. Out of the total |R| = 25,328 observed door-to-door trips in Helsinki region, there are 13,324 detected car trips, for which |TRS| = 2,730 trips have a time-relevant low-carbon alternative (i.e., PT, bike, or walk). Therefore, 20% of the observed car trips, that is, 11% of all observed trips, have the possibility of being substituted with low-carbon choices without compromising travel time, if not hindered by other choice factors such as weather, physical effort, car ownership, and personal preferences. The potential of PT as alternative is 3% (425 trips), the potential of cycling as alternative is 17% (2298 trips), and the potential of walking as alternative is almost zero. Among the PT alternatives, 31% involve traveling with metro and train, indicating the good potential of rail transportation as a substitution for car. These cases are seen across a wide range of trips from 1 to 22 km.

Figure 9 illustrates spatial aspect of the results by showing distribution of the potential time-relevant mode substitutions depending on travel distance. Total column height in each distance range denotes the fraction of observed car trips in that range with a lower carbon alternative. As expected, the overall potential of cycling in each distance range decreases by travel distance. On the other hand, potential of PT as an alternative to car does not change much by trip distance. Figure 10 illustrates modal share of low-carbon modes, with all PT modes counted in one group. PT and bike compete with each other, with intersection point at the 8 to 10 km range. For trips longer than 10 km, most of the potential alternatives are PT trips. Figure 11 illustrates the spatial distribution of car trips with a low-carbon time-relevant alternative throughout the Helsinki region. This illustration indicates that spatial potential of bike as an alternative is more sporadic throughout the city, while the potential of bus is more focused towards ODs in city center. Bike can be a substitute of private car in several areas of the city and for relatively shorter trips.

Figure 12 illustrates a temporal aspect of the results by showing distribution of the potential alternatives depending on departure time during the day. Overall column height in each time range denotes the total modal shift percentage among the car trips observed in that range. Figure 13 shows share of each group of low-carbon modes among the potential time-relevant alternatives. The share of walking is almost zero, while share of cycling is always larger than PT during the whole day.

In addition to conventional modes of transportation, we can also test the case if travelers have access to electric bikes. With this assumption, the potential of cycling as an alternative increases from 17% to 24% of all observed car trips. The total potential of time-relevant low-carbon modes increases from 20% to 27%.
4.2. Emission Savings and Increase in Active Travel. This section compares the computed alternative trips with the observed car trips in order to quantify potential carbon emission savings as well as increased nonmotorized distance (i.e., with active travel modes of bike and walk) if travelers shift from car to the low-carbon alternatives. Total size of potential emission savings is 1,645 CO$_2$ kg, that is, 8.4% emission reduction for all Helsinki trips ($|R| = 25,328$) with mean 0.60 CO$_2$ kg per car trip. It should be noted that 1 kg of CO$_2$ equals to the amount of emission from energy usage of an average household for 40 minutes.

Figure 8 illustrates the size and distribution of per-trip emission saving. Figures 15 and 16 also illustrate emission saving as well as increased distance traveled by cycling and walking as a result of mode change. The figures show the range of changes grouped by the suggested alternative mode. For example, when bus is the low-carbon alternative, per-trip emission savings range from 0.08 to 1.5 CO$_2$ kg, where 75 percentile is between 0.08 and 0.77 CO$_2$ kg. Among the motorized low-carbon potentials, train involves a wider range of emission saving as well as a wider range of increased active travel. Figure 17 illustrates the correlation between active travel and emission dimensions, where each circle represents one door-to-door car trip. At least two clusters of trips can be seen in Figure 17(a), one with higher amount of emissions reduced and another one with higher amount of active travel increased. As illustrated in Figure 17(b), the former cluster includes 62% bus and 38% rail-based modes as alternatives that both naturally include some access/egress walking too. The latter cluster comprises almost 100% bike alternatives.
4.3. Person-Based Analysis. Section 4 so far presented the viewpoint of the whole trips recorded by all participants in the study. This section in turn focuses on the individual travelers. As explained in the methodology, a valid person-based analysis is made only based on the “active participants” who have a minimum of 30 “active days.” This filtering results in 68 active participants out of the total 135 registered participants. Figure 18 shows the distribution of recorded trips among active participants. These 68 travelers have recorded 24,377 trips, that is, on average around 360 trips per person. Therefore, 96% of all trips in the dataset belong to the active participants. The mean share of each active participant from all recorded trips is 1.47% with standard deviation of 1.68. The cumulative distribution of shares is exponential and, for example, denotes that 20% of active participants have recorded 60% of trips. Figure 19 illustrates the active participants by the date span of recorded trips as well as their number of active days.

For these active participants, 2,693 out of the 13,056 car trips, that is 21%, have the potential of modal shift. On average, each active participant has 23% of their car trips with a low-carbon time-relevant alternative. Figure 20(a) illustrates frequency and volume of total emission savings per active participant if they chose the possible lower carbon alternatives for all their car trips. By shifting to low-carbon mode, a total of 1,608 CO₂ kg is saved, that is, 8.2% emission reduction for all Helsinki, and on average 24 CO₂ kg per participant. Figure 20(b) illustrates the correlation between active travel and emission dimensions, where the same two clusters of PT and bike alternatives are seen as presented before in Figure 17.

Figure 21(a) illustrates the range and distribution of the modal shifts among the 68 active participants. Figure 21(b) shows the complementary cumulative probability distribution (CCDF) of the modal shift percentage per person, showing, for example, that half the participants can find a low-carbon alternative for at least 20% of their car trips. In addition, based on Figure 21(a), we could focus for instance on the top quartile of active participants (i.e., 13% of all travelers) who have the most substitutable car trips and perform further analysis from there.
4.4 Frequently Observed Unique Trips. So far in this paper, every single observed door-to-door trip together with its computed alternatives was counted against the aggregated numbers and figures presented above. However, clustering of trip ODs by their proximity shows that many trips of the same participant have almost the same origin and destination, thus being unique trips repeated several times. This section focuses on these unique trips that each traveler frequently takes. Figure 22 shows the size and distribution of unique trips among active participants. For the 68 active participants, we have observed a total of \( |R| = 9,313 \) unique trips, that is, on average 137 unique trips per participant, and each unique trip repeated on average 3 times.

There are 5,017 unique observed car trips that are on average 9 km long and took on average 22 minutes. 86% of these unique car trips have less than 3 minutes variability in travel time among the repetitions. Figure 23 evaluates consistency of modal shift possibility among the unique car trips. As seen in the histogram, from these unique car trips, 17% have always had a time-relevant low-carbon alternative, while 3% had an alternative only on average half of the times, and 80% never had an alternative. The conclusion is that the majority of the frequent car trips with any low-carbon alternative consistently have the alternative.

Figure 24 illustrates the 17% of unique car trips that have consistent possibility of modal shift. These repeated car trips are on average 3.5 km long and take 15 minutes on average. In addition, 95% of these car trips have less than 3 minutes variability in car travel time. They can be substituted 81% of the times with bike and 10% of the times with bus and 9% of times with rail-based transport (i.e., tram, subway, and train). Departure time of these trips is distributed during the whole day. Figure 25 shows modal shift and the potential savings. The result of mode substitution is 0.5 CO\(_2\) kg of emission saving on average per single trip.

Focusing on individual travelers, it is seen that, among the 68 active participants, 94% have at least one car trip with a low-carbon alternative. As illustrated in Figure 26, on average, 20% of each participant’s unique car trips have a low-carbon time-relevant alternative.

4.5 Potential of Substituting Noncar Trips with Low-Carbon Alternatives. So far in Section 4 we discussed car trips with possibility of shifting to low-carbon alternatives. Car trips
Figure 17: Potential emission savings and active travel increase if travelers shift from car to low-carbon time-relevant alternatives. Each point represents one door-to-door trip. (a) All car trips with any low-carbon alternative. (b) Car trips grouped based on the type of their alternative mode.

Figure 18: Distribution and share of trips recorded by active participants.
Figure 19: Range and distribution of travelers by their recorded date span and the number of their active days.

Figure 20: (a) Distribution of total emission savings per active participant. (b) Potential emission savings versus active travel distance increase, where each point represents one door-to-door trip of an active participant.

Figure 21: Range and distribution of per-traveler possibilities of time-relevant low-carbon modal shift.
make up around half of the total recorded trips. This section reviews the other half where the observed mode is not car but still has a time-relevant alternative with lower carbon emission. For example, there are bus trips that can be instead made by bike without losing time and thus saving emission. As seen in Figure 27, most of such trips are a shift from bus to bike and some also from the bus to rail-based transportation. There are 11,803 noncar trips from which 1,124 (10%) have a time-relevant lower carbon alternative, resulting in potential emission saving of 0.2 CO₂ kg per trip and 3.6 CO₂ kg per participant. Among the 4,012 observed PT trips, 18% have an alternative of bike. Figure 28 illustrates the emission savings.

5. Discussion

5.1. Discussion of Time-Relevant Low-Carbon Alternatives. Following are observations from analysis of Helsinki region and based on the trip data of participants who took part in the TrafficSense experiment. It should be noted that such implications may differ depending on the sampling design as well as the city where the travel data is collected. The previous studies based on a household mobility survey in Madrid have shown that 18% of reported car trips have a time-relevant alternative, with modal share among alternatives as 75% PT, 15% bike, and 10% walk [8, 9]. In comparison, our results showed that 20% of all observed car trips have an alternative, with modal share among alternatives as 16% PT and 84% bike. The model used for Madrid discards using PT or bike before 06:00 and after 22:00 due to personal safety concerns. Unlike such previous works, our method currently does not consider time of the day as a personal safety limitation while choosing the walk, bike, and PT alternatives. Test case for our method has been Helsinki metropolitan area, where with a few exception areas, traveling by bike or PT is considered safe in all times of the day. However, such limit can be considered if needed when our method is applied to mobility datasets of other cities.

Another set of studies based on a travel survey in Montreal has shown that 27% of reported motorized trips, that is, both PT trips and car trips, have a time-relevant alternative of walk or bike [27, 28]. In comparison, our results showed that 18% of observed PT trips have an alternative of bike. In comparison to our method, these studies do not compute PT trips as an alternative for car and do not consider how much the computed alternatives increase travel time compared to the observed trip. Their criteria for choosing a bike or walk trip as a car or PT substitute include travel distance as well as age of traveler and time of the day. Regarding the potential of cycling, personal willingness and physical ability may limit cycling only to shorter trips and relatively flat terrain [42]. In this regard, the maximum distance people are willing to bike is a subjective value and varies from city to city. For example, Morency et al. [27] concluded that the maximum threshold distance for cycling in Montreal is on average 5.4 km. Although our method does not consider a maximum distance, the cumulative distribution of travel distances shows that 90% of the computed time-relevant bike choices are already shorter than 5.6 km.

5.2. Usefulness. Experimental results from case study of Helsinki region presented examples on how our framework can be used to explore individual and aggregated traveler behavior. One of the method’s main advantages is longitudinal evaluation of potential of time-relevant low-carbon mobility. As discussed before, long-term evaluation of traveler behavior is difficult with previous data collection methods. The analysis outcome can be used to identify potentials for improvement towards sustainable transportation systems, especially if data collection with mobile apps becomes more popular among travelers. Policy makers need to have numerical and visual data on measures such as ODs, travel route, travel time, departure/arrival times, and traveler modal choice. Although conventional data collection and analysis methods and tools such as surveys and GIS software provide such information, applying our framework with smartphone-based datasets enables higher resolution in both raw and refined data as well as the possibility of travel statistics on the level of individual traveler as presented in
In addition, it is possible to focus more specifically on travelers who show higher potential of modal shift, for example, those travelers in the top quartile of potentials distribution shown before in Figure 21(a). In addition, analysis can investigate demographics and socio-economic situation of travelers in this focus group, as well as whether people in the focus group have limited access to PT and bike, disability, or other reasons that keep them from changing from car usage. After the data collection and analysis phase, there can be a corresponding policy development phase, after which, it might be required to reach the local residents again in order to materialize the modal shift potential through different persuasive methods. With smartphone-based methods such as TS, a permanent contact point to local residents is established at the time when traveler installs the mobile app. Further notifications, feedback, and encouragements can be sent to users from this mobile app channel. Moreover, the contact remains anonymous when only the mobile app channel is used for communication to travelers, whereas in the survey-based approach, it can be challenging to find and reach the respondents again.

5.3. Accuracy and Noise in Sampling and Results. Previous literature has extensively studied accuracy and noise in smartphone-based data collection, showing that locational accuracy of GPS data points depends on factors such as clear sky view, holding the phone in hand, pocket, or attached in the bike or car, and the phone model. For example, experimental results for cycling along a 2.5 km inner-city bicycle track show maximum inaccuracy of 5 meters in most cases (95 percentile) and 20 meters in the worst case scenarios [43, 44]. In addition, in our own experiment, we store the accuracy of each sampled...
GPS data point as estimated by the Google API that is used to get phone locations. The mean accuracy of all sampled data points is 2.72 meters, and the mean accuracy per participant’s smartphone is 5 meters. To tackle noise, the TrafficSense app discards sampled points that have an accuracy of worse than 50 meters. In future works, methods such as Google’s Roads API [45] can be used to match the GPS points onto the actual road networks in order to achieve even a higher locational accuracy of vehicle traces. In addition, further data processing is needed to extract parameters such as transportation modes, traveler’s activity locations, and start/end of each trip leg from the collected point data. To address questions of accuracy in this context, TrafficSense considers a 100 meters threshold to match the GPS traces to the expected path of scheduled public transport vehicle during mode detection of motorized public transport such as bus [33]. Similarly, Hemminki et al. and Shin et al. [46, 47] developed automatic transportation mode detection by employing various phone sensors such as accelerometer and GPS, together with statistical analysis and classifier training. In addition, Jiang et al. [48] proposed methods to classify daily mobility networks and extract trip/stay sequences, while Du and Aultman-Hall [49] developed a method for a more accurate identification of trip starts and trip ends.

Furthermore, to compute accurate alternative trip paths, we have used the OpenTripPlanner (OTP) API [50]. OTP is a well-established open-source software platform among the multimodal trip planning models. It is also used by some cities, such as for the online trip planning portal of Helsinki, Reittiopas [51]. OTP suggests routes based on real maps, road network, and up-to-date cycling and walking paths. For trip planning, it uses a single time-dependent graph containing both street and PT networks. Street network data are provided by OpenStreetMap (OSM), and PT schedules and route data are provided by General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) files that are created and updated by cities or transportation agencies. OTP’s routing API computes walk and bike trips generally using the A-star algorithm with a Euclidean heuristic [52]. PT trips including their walk legs and transit-ride legs are computed using multiobjective A-start with Tung–Chew heuristic [53] for queue ordering. OTP uses its internal algorithm together with OSM road network to estimate travel time [50].

5.4. Limitations and Future Work. Here, we discuss technological and data limitations together with future research directions. As expected, there are challenges during the recruitment and engagement of participants. This research has presented a proof of concept, targeting future more uniform and wider travel data. Nevertheless, as mentioned
in Section 3, 69 out of the 135 participants have completed an optional anonymous questionnaire. The questionnaire results include home postal codes, showing that participants come from various residential locations throughout the city. Moreover, the respondents come from all income categories as seen before in Figure 2. Among the respondents, there are 53 males and 16 females, which is (unfortunately) a common trend with first adopters. Future experiment could involve larger numbers of volunteers with more diverse demographic and socioeconomic profile.

Considering the privacy challenges in longitudinal smartphone-based data collection, we took the safest approach to preserve participant’s privacy, with the intention to not process the trip information in a way that may give clues about identity of the individual participants. In addition, we have devised the methodology to minimize the user interaction. As a result, TrafficSense data collection is passive and anonymous, and we do not have exact information about residential/work location of participants in our database. Another engagement challenge is that there might be participants who travel several days a week, for a long period, and frequently repeat some of their unique OD trips, but do not necessarily keep the data collection app on during all the time. At the moment, there are no certain means to identify such “frequent travelers” that are not actively recording their trips. Finally, the quantity of the collected travel data affects how well our analysis reflects current travel behavior and potential of time-relevant mobility. Our computational framework has the potential of providing more precise results if we collect trip records from a more varied population of travelers. Such mobility dataset would contain travel data that are spatially more evenly distributed throughout different areas of the city. This can be achieved in future experiments by involving more volunteers with more diverse socioeconomic profile.

Access/egress walking legs of PT alternative trips are already considered in our computations. However, OTP at the moment does not take into account access-egress of walking to/from car and finding the parking space. In future work, by using complementary methods together with OTP, we could also estimate the time spent walking from/to car as well as the time spent searching for a parking spot. This could relatively increase potential of PT and bike as time-relevant options, as PT does not require parking search and cycling usually does not require any access/egress walk. Similarly, total travel time of a bike trip should ideally include the time spent to get dressed according to weather condition, for example, putting on/off the weather shielding clothing (i.e., water and wind proof jacket, trousers, gloves, and helmet). Currently, our method does not consider this time. In addition, it should be noted that cycling is not always a feasible choice for all travelers due to reasons such as not owning a bike, lack of access to bike sharing, or difficulty of biking because of bad weather conditions. Our computational framework is able to retrieve real-time weather information from local open-data services; therefore, in future work we can filter cycling trips based on weather conditions and for example rule out cycling on dates with heavy rain. Another point to discuss is the minimum 10 minutes idle time used in Section 2.1 as a threshold to identify trip start/ends in Helsinki region [23] and its relation to typical waiting times at intermediate PT stops. However, in some other cities, travelers might wait longer than 10 minutes for a bus or train. For this reason, a future work could test with slightly lower or higher threshold values and compare the identified door-to-door trips. As for carbon emission estimation, this paper considered tailpipe and not the total emission values. As the total carbon emission per vehicle-km of e-bike, electric train, tram, and metro is different in each region depending on electricity production and distribution network, further research is needed to obtain those values and use them in the framework.

The computational framework can be used for travel behavior analysis in any other city. Most parts of the source code and configurations would remain unchanged as the trip extraction, and analysis and visualization of alternatives are independent of city road network. Few changes might be needed such as obtaining the PT network and scheduling information of the target region or replacing the link to OTP API server with a local route planning service. In future research, similar methods can be integrated into previously developed persuasive web-based systems and smartphone apps that utilize personalized feedback and gamification [54, 55]. For example, the computed time-relevant alternatives can be recommended to travelers in a way that public transportation and cycling are gradually perceived as better choices not only because of their environmental or health benefits, but also as competitors to car in saving travel time. In future research, the proposed framework could be used to observe and evaluate actual changes in travel behavior of participants, for example, at the time when a new policy is being implemented. Examples are evaluation of new transportation services such as Western extension of Helsinki region metro system, the new city bike sharing, and assessment of new types of transportation ecosystems such as mobility-as-a-service (MaaS) [56–59].

6. Conclusion

This paper presented formulation, development, and evaluation of a computational framework for comparing observed travel behavior with computed low-carbon alternative trips in order to estimate the extent to which modal shifts could reduce carbon emissions without a significant compromise in travel time. The framework makes use of the emerging smartphone-based travel datasets and presents quantitative results and visualizations from a set of temporal, spatial, per-traveler, and whole-city viewpoints. For instance, we illustrated the estimated modal shifts, emission savings, and active-travel growth, as clustered by suggested alternative mode, departure time, trip distance, and spatial coverage throughout the city. The framework also estimated potential changes for trips frequently repeated by the same travelers. Furthermore, we have explained the lessons learned, limitations, and implications for future work.

In this paper, we evaluated the framework with long-term trip data of sampled travelers in Helsinki metropolitan region, Finland. The results showed that, for instance, on
average, 23% of car trips of each traveler had a lower carbon alternative and half the travelers had lower carbon alternatives for at least one-fifth of their car trips. Had the preferred alternative been chosen, about 8% of the carbon emissions could have been saved. Among the frequent unique car trips that had lower carbon alternative, 85% consistently had this possibility regardless of variations in travel time. Frequent car trips could be substituted 10% of the times with bus and 9% of the times with rail-based transport (i.e., tram, subway, and train). Chances of modal shift were higher for trips less than 20 minutes long and shorter than 8 km. In addition, the spatial potential of bike as an alternative was much more sporadic throughout the city compared to that of bus, which has relatively more trips from/to city center. Moreover, among the observed noncar motorized trips, 10% of public transport trips could also be substituted with bike and walk. This experimental evaluation showed usefulness of the method for exploring time-relevant low-carbon potentials. However, a large number of lower carbon alternatives were bike trips that may not be suitable for all participants and in all weather conditions. The size of any realized gain will depend on these factors as well as the regional quality of public transportation and bike paths.

The framework could be used for different cities, with changes such as linking to the local public-transportation information, considering regional cycling conditions, and adjusting the minimum activity-location idle time. Analyzing different cities would provide possibly different quantitative measures. In particular, the framework has the potential to provide more precise evaluations, when used with sizable data from larger population of volunteers with more diverse socioeconomic profile. Having such thorough datasets, the framework could provide implications for transportation researchers and planners to identify groups or areas for promoting mode shift.
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Additional explanations about computational architecture, requirements, and software design. Figure 1: the main needs of framework. Table 1: needs, system requirements, and its implementation. Figure 2: system requirements. Figure 3: components of the whole system including both the original TrafficSense system as well as our time-relevant analysis method. Implemented contributions of this paper are highlighted in bold. Figure 4: screenshots of Traffic Sense mobile app, where traveler’s route and mode of transportation is shown (map data copyright of Google). If needed, traveler can also click on each trip leg to revise the automatically detected modes. Figure 5: a door-to-door trip in Espoo, Finland, extracted by TrafficSense software from the collected travel data and illustrated using Python and Google Maps API. (Supplementary Materials)
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